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Systar to Host European Virtual Road Show 
 

  Webinars on Capacity & Performance Management in Heterogeneous 
 Physical & Virtual Environments  

 
 

 

ST. CLOUD, France and Vienna, VA, March 14, 2011 - Systar (ISIN: FR0000052854-SAR), a 

leading provider of performance management software, today announced its European Virtual Road 
Show to address capacity and performance management challenges in heterogeneous physical and 

virtual environments.  

 
With the rise of virtualization projects and cloud computing, many companies are reducing their 

infrastructure costs but are faced with an increased complexity and a high risk of losing control over 
quality of service. They must also cope with new challenges such as capacity planning in 

heterogeneous environments to meet business demands, services chargeback, optimization of test 

and development environments and performance management. 
 

Throughout a series of multilingual webinars, Systar will demonstrate how OmniVision addresses 
these challenges. Systar’s OmniVision is a powerful tool that delivers decision-support reports to 

monitor performance, capacity management and capacity planning. It enables IT managers to 

confidently manage physical and virtual infrastructure supporting critical applications, and to 
communicate objectively with internal customers and outsourcers. 

 
In 30 minute sessions, production managers and their teams will learn how to get the most out of 

virtualization and cloud computing using OmniVision. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
For more information contact Kristen Salaun: kristen.salaun@systar.com 
 

About Systar: 
Over 180 clients worldwide, including 10 of the world’s 15 largest banks, rely on Systar’s performance 

management software to maximize the efficiency of their business operations and IT infrastructure. Systar is 
widely regarded as the leading provider of Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) solutions and offers innovative 

capacity management software for both physical and virtual server environments. Systar is listed on the NYSE 

Euronext Paris Stock Exchange (ISIN: FR0000052854-SAR), and has offices in North America and Europe.  
More information about Systar is available at www.systar.com. 
 

Systar, BusinessBridge, and Systar’s logo are registered trademarks of Systar. All other brand names, product names and 
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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English March 22

French March 31

Spanish April 7

English April 19

French April 28

English May 18

French May 26

Spanish June 8

English June 14

French June 28

Manage New Challenges Pouring from The Cloud

Plan Capacity to Meet Business Demands

Optimize Your Pre-deployment, Development and Testing Environments

The Important Steps to Chargeback Services


